Pine TABLE
Designed by Simon Legald for Normann Copenhagen
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

COLOURS:
MATERIALS:
DIMENSIONS:
PRICE:

Natural, dark grey, light grey, dark blue
Pine
Ø: 45 x H: 40.5 cm, Ø: 64 x H: 44.5 cm
Small, EUR 575,- / GBP 519,- / USD 635,Large, EUR 725,- / GBP 655,- / USD 800,-

Nordic avant-garde
There is something both earthily Nordic and expressively avant-garde about Normann Copenhagen’s collection of small tables that
go by the name Pine. The tables are made from solid pine in a characterful and sculptural design.
The choice of pinewood sets the tone for the design of the Pine tables. The tables gain a pleasing organic quality from the wood’s
distinctive grain, and the overlooked wood species is given new life in a playful form. Designer Simon Legald explains:
“In furniture design Pine has been a forgotten wood variety for quite some time. That is a pity, because pine is certainly not without its
qualities. For me, the wood’s fiery growth rings and characteristic aroma represent Nordic soul and warmth. Not least, it makes a lot of sense
to use a material that can be found locally in large quantities.”
With its voluminous octangular foot, Pine can lend prominence and vigour to any room. Its weighty body is gently opposed by the
tabletop’s narrow, rounded edge frame, adding a visual lightness to the solid wooden design. The wood is presented in its natural
form, or with a coloured wood stain, which allows the grain to show through. All versions are finished with a protective matte
varnish.
The Pine table is available in two sizes that can be used individually as coffee or side tables, or together, as the smaller table can be
pushed in under the larger one, creating a harmonious nest.
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